Our vision
TechMarketView is the most influential
boutique analyst & advisory firm in
the UK. Trusted by tech suppliers and
tech users as they navigate change,
TechMarketView analysts are known for
robust analysis of suppliers and disruptive
market trends, blending UK depth with
forward-looking insight.

www.techmarketview.com
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UK Depth, Global Trends
Foreword from the Managing Director
TechMarketView is about much more than just published research and analysis
and in this, The Year of the Relationship, it’s right that we’re working ever more
closely in partnership with our clients.
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We’re proud that since TechMarketView was
founded by Richard Holway MBE and Anthony
Miller a decade ago, it has grown to become
one of the most influential analyst and advisory
firms in the UK tech market.

But TechMarketView is about much more than
just published research and analysis and in
this, The Year of the Relationship, it’s right that
we’re working ever more closely in partnership
with our clients.

A trusted advisor to a growing band of tech firms
– from global market leaders to innovative startups – and to tech users, including large swathes of
UK government and the financial services sector,
as well as investors and others with an interest in
the sector.

We may be providing independent expert
advice through a tailored workshop; acting as
a sounding board for the management via an
executive advisory service; delivering in-depth
analysis to meet your business needs through
bespoke projects; helping you to find innovative
partners or supporting your growth journey
through our Great British ScaleUp or Innovation
Partner Programmes; or enabling you to raise your
profile in the tech sector through our advertising
and event sponsorship opportunities.

We’re particularly proud to have tens of thousands
of readers trusting UKHotViews as their daily
source of informed news and views on the tech
sector and more clients than ever before turning
to our in-depth research to inform their business
decisions.
This wouldn’t be possible without one of the
best teams in the business. A group of analysts
that are high profile experts in their fields,
respected for their strong opinions and for
honest, independent advice that is supported by
robust, bottom-up research. Experts that blend
a deep understanding of the UK tech market
and its suppliers – augmented by privileged
conversations with CXOs across the industry – with
insight into global tech trends.

Tola Sargeant
Managing Director
+44 (0)1798 865231 / +44 (0)7795 600808
tsargeant@techmarketview.com

However we engage with your organisation, we
look forward to strengthening our relationship
further in 2019 and beyond.

www.techmarketview.com

The Year of the Relationship
TechMarketView’s theme for 2019
TechMarketView’s research theme for 2019 is ‘The Year of the Relationship: Extend,
Evolve, Optimise’. It is a natural evolution of our 2018 theme: Breaking the Boundaries.
Our Chief Analyst, Georgina O’Toole, expands on its relevance to our customers,
both suppliers of technology products and services and the end user community.

The Year of the Relationship: Extend, Evolve,
Optimise is a natural evolution of our 2018 theme
– ‘Breaking the Boundaries. It acknowledges that
suppliers and end users must effectively develop
an array of relationships as they compete in
a market being driven by the desire to digitally
transform. Success in this market is entwined with
that of the entire ecosystem, both within and
beyond organisational boundaries.

has relevance to the entire executive team and
reaches into all the lines of business. Evolving the
relationship, is necessary to align it to the changing
demands of the market; end users we speak with
refer to the need for a frictionless relationship
that allows the rapid firing up of projects and the
support of innovation and change. And finally,
optimising the relationship, will require finding
the most effective relationship model to drive
towards a truly mutually-beneficial partnership;
the aim is to allow clients to move beyond their
comfort zone, be bolder, and start to take a few
more calculated punts.
As we progress through 2019, TechMarketView’s
research will look at all these relationships,
exploring which suppliers are getting it right,
highlighting new relationship models, and advising
how to ‘extend, evolve and optimise’.

Suppliers must look closely at their relationships
with their employees (with the aim of attracting,
recruiting and retaining the required digital skills
and resources); with acquired organisations
(particularly relevant for those acquiring and
managing creative digital agencies); with
partners (to get the right balance between
quantity of partners and quality of collaboration);
and with their customer’s customer (as they
pursue co-creation initiatives or pursue B2B2C
related opportunities).
But most important of all is the supplier’s direct
relationship with its clients and prospects: the
end user. In a software and IT services market
being held back by legacy drag, suppliers
need to be strongly positioned to convince
client organisations to embark on and invest in
digital transformation initiatives involving newer
emerging technology. That means creating an
environment defined by trust; an environment
in which suppliers and their clients can work
together to face up to the shared challenges that
are a barrier to faster progress.
Extending the client relationship is crucial, as
digital touches every part of the organisation,

Georgina O’Toole
Chief Analyst
+44 (0)7530 186753
gotoole@techmarketview.com
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TechMarketView Research
TechMarketView offers qualitative and quantitative research that influences
how organisations achieve their goals; helping them understand market
conditions and players, and to evaluate potential strategy. In a ‘nutshell’,
TechMarketView can help to focus a company’s ‘mind’.

TechMarketView’s experts blend a deep
understanding of the UK tech sector and its
suppliers, augmented by privileged conversations
with CXOs across the industry whilst keeping a
‘watching brief’ on global tech trends.

FREE

We also have a passion for the start-up and scale-

With unrivalled experience and track record, the
team at TechMarketView offers clients a unique
perspective of the tech sector; one that combines
corporate, market and financial analysis of the
software and services companies operating in
the UK tech scene. You can take advantage of
our knowledge and insight by choosing from a
combination of ‘vertical’ and ‘horizontal’ research
streams and tailor an appropriate subscription
package for your needs.

This FREE daily ‘must read’ is the definitive source of informed opinion & comment on influential
events, issues & players in the UK SITS market, delivered directly via email, web, RSS or Twitter

UKHOTVIEWS

FOUNDATION RESEARCH
MARKETVIEWS

UK SITS market trends &
forecasts

FOCUSED RESEARCH STREAMS
PUBLICSECTORVIEWS

UK Public Sector SITS market
trends & forecasts
UK Financial Services SITS market

FINANCIALSERVICESVIEWS trends & forecasts

SUBSCRIBER CONTENT
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Our research directors are able to help you to
navigate change and spot opportunities across a
broad spectrum of markets and focus areas from
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) to Fintech;
cyber security to cloud transformation; and from
the payments market to the police market. We
like to think we are the ‘go-to research house’ on
key disruptive technologies such as: Healthtech,
Edtech, Machine Intelligence and Lawtech to
name but a few.

up scene in the UK and are delighted to continue
to identify and support innovative SMEs through
programmes such as Great British Scaleup and the
TechMarketView Innovation Partner Programme.
Getting close to these innovators also gives us
great insight into emerging technologies and
future disruptors.

INDUSTRYVIEWS

UK SITS industry financial
& corporate trends

COMPANYVIEWS

Player focused pieces
& UK SITS rankings

OFFSHOREVIEWS

Offshore supplier &
global delivery trends

INFRASTRUCTUREVIEWS

UK Infrastructure Services SITS
market trends & forecasts

SECURECONNECTVIEWS

UK Security, Network & Cloud SITS
market trends & forecasts

BUSINESSPROCESSVIEWS

UK Business Process Services SITS
market trends & forecasts

ESASVIEWS

UK Enterprise Software & Application
Services SITS market trends & forecasts

UKHOTVIEWS EXTRA

UKHOTVIEWS PREMIUM

Published exclusively for
TechMarketView subscribers,
UKHotViewsExtra provides
more in-depth analysis &
insight on key developments
in the UK SITS market as
they happen

A subscription for individuals.
Including exclusive
UKHotViewsExtra
analysis and access
to IndustryViews reports

TECH USER PROGRAMME
An exciting initiative
designed to support the
end-user community with
their digital transformation
and technology agendas

UKHOTVIEWS ARCHIVE
Subscriber only access
to the ultimate research
archive. This invaluable
resource contains over
17,000 entries of research
& analysis on individual
companies & key market
topics

www.techmarketview.com

Foundation Service
The Foundation Service is an invaluable source of market insight
for technology suppliers, investors and professionals. Encompassing
four interrelated streams, the Foundation Service reveals the
significant market trends and industry dynamics driving the UK
tech sector, with special focus on the software, IT services and
business process services markets.

Anthony Miller
Managing Partner
+44 (0)20 3002 8463
+44 (0)7796 958 859
amiller@techmarketview.com

MarketViews - comprising two keynote

annual reports, UK SITS Market Trends &
Forecasts, and Predictions. Published at
the beginning of each year, Predictions
presents TechMarketView’s informed
assessment of the overarching trends
shaping the UK tech market. UK SITS Market
Trends & Forecasts is published mid-year
and expands on the Predictions report
by providing detailed estimates and
forecasts for the UK market, and explains
the underlying drivers and inhibitors.

IndustryViews - A trio of quarterly notes
analysing UK SITS sector corporate activity
(IndustryViews Corporate Activity), stock
market
performance
(IndustryViews
Quoted Sector) and VC investment
(IndustryViews Venture Capital).

CompanyViews - the home of our
eagerly awaited annual UK SITS Rankings
report. Published mid-year, Rankings
tabulates the pecking order of suppliers
in various sectors of the UK software
and services market, providing concise
narrative on the market leaders. We also
publish individual analyses of notable tech
suppliers as part of the CompanyViews
research stream.

- Underpinned by
the analysis of over 15 years of detailed
metrics, and burnished through close
relationships with the offshore services
industry, OffshoreViews is arguably the
best-informed commentary on the Indian
pure-play IT services scene outside of
India! Published quarterly.
OffshoreViews

UKHotViews – ‘must read’ comment and opinion
For tens of thousands of tech executives and
professionals, UKHotViews is their first and definitive
source of informed opinion and comment on the
events, issues and players that drive the UK tech
sector. UKHotViews is delivered free of charge
every morning via email, or it can be accessed at
any time via our website, RSS, Twitter or Facebook.
Subscribers to any TechMarketView research
stream, including our new UKHotViews Premium
service, can also enjoy searchable access to
every UKHotViews post we have ever written,
including the subscriber-only UKHotViewsExtra
archive. We’ve already published well over
17,000 comments on company results, funding
activity, acquisitions and trends in the UK tech
sector, and add dozens more each week. We’re
often told that the UKHotViews archive is the best
source of ‘instant’ market intelligence on the UK
tech scene.
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PublicSectorViews
TechMarketView’s dedicated research stream focused on the
UK public sector software and IT services sector. PublicSectorViews
is led by Research Director Dale Peters and Chief Analyst Georgina
O’Toole, bringing in-depth knowledge of all aspects of the UK public
sector technology market. Whether you are interested in central
government, local government, education, health, police or defence,
PublicSectorViews provides detailed market size and forecast
data, along with analysis of supplier performance and prospects.
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Dale Peters, Research Director
+44 (0)1452 417900 / +44 (0)7595 391965
dpeters@techmarketview.com

Insourcing, interoperability and
innovation – The shift toward shorter
digital deals and increasing interest
in insourcing, interoperability and
innovation will mean building and
sustaining customer relationships is
more vital than ever.

Brexit uncertainty - In 2019, much of
what happens in the public sector
will depend on how Brexit evolves. It
will create opportunities for suppliers,
as long as they have the right
partnerships.

Financial challenges
intensifying - Across the
public sector significant
financial challenges
remain. This will continue
to act as a catalyst for
digital transformation.

Georgina O’Toole, Chief Analyst
+44 (0)7530 186753
gotoole@techmarketview.com

Public Sector
Market Shaping
Trends

Changes to public procurement –
There will be increasing emphasis
on frameworks, more scrutiny of
risk and social value, and calls for
greater SME engagement.

Our research theme for 2019, The Year of the
Relationship, is highly relevant to the public sector.
Success in progressing transformation of public
services will increasingly rely on the construction
of mutually beneficial partnerships, particularly in
light of financial pressures and the Brexit influence.
Progress will require citizens, politicians, civil
servants, suppliers, academia and the third sector
to work together more effectively.
The Government’s desire to expand the public
sector supplier base and place more emphasis
on quality and social value in contracts;
increasing
demand
for
innovation
and
interoperability; and the complexity of emerging
technologies, particularly artificial intelligence,
will require suppliers to invest more time in

Emerging technology
complexity – Suppliers
will need to develop
customer partnerships that
facilitate the adoption of
new products and services
with minimal risk.

Artificial intelligence to the fore - Proof
of concept trials and pilots will continue
to dominate, but momentum is starting
to build. Suppliers will need to develop
industry and academic partnerships to
succeed.

building robust, trust-based relationships with
customers and develop a stronger partner
ecosystem.
In 2019, PublicSectorViews’ research agenda
will detail how raised expectations of the value
derived from supplier relationships in the public
sector will impact on suppliers. We will provide
in-depth supplier and market analysis, as well as
shorter viewpoints, focused on our ‘The Year of
the Relationship’ theme; providing an invaluable
mix of research designed to help government
organisations and technology suppliers understand
the opportunities and threats represented by the
evolution of this ever-changing sector.

www.techmarketview.com

FinancialServicesViews
TechMarketView’s dedicated research stream focused on
the supply of software and IT services to the UK Financial
Services sector. FinancialServicesViews is led by Research Director,
Jon Davies who has over 30 years’ industry experience and an
in-depth knowledge of insurance, banking and global IT. The
sector is probably subject to more innovation than any other
and FinancialServicesViews aims to provide commentary and
analysis to keep you abreast of developments.

Open Banking - Offers the prospect
of a seismic shift in the traditional
financial services powerbase. The
changes will open up the market
to an array of new tech savvy
competitors.

Cloud - Remains the
fundamental enabler
of digital transformation
and a foundational step
that holds the key to
overcoming many of
the business challenges
facing the UK’s financial
services organisations.

Jon C Davies
Research Director
+44 (0)7523079210
jdavies@techmarketview.com

Brexit - Financial Services exports
to the EU are worth more than
£60bn a year to the UK. The sector
is likely to remain pre-occupied
with this highly contentious topic
throughout the year.

Financial Services
Market Shaping
Trends

GDPR - Regulators have started
to wave the big stick under the
banner of GDPR and FS firms are
an obvious target. A blend of
analytics, security and AI is likely to
hold the key to compliance.

Our theme “The Year of the Relationship” could
hardly be more relevant than to the Financial
Services sector. As this sector continues its
technology-driven
transformation,
the
key
challenge for most is the relationship with
their customers. Customer engagement will
ultimately decide the fate of many Financial
Services providers. Although technology firms will
increasingly be judged on their ability to facilitate
business transformation, rather than the strength
of existing relationships.
Meanwhile, the UK’s relationship with Europe is
hanging over all of us. Several of the possible
outcomes have the potential to be very serious
economic inhibitors, impacting Financial Services
technology spend. However, prolonged uncertainty
may turn out to be almost as damaging.

Artificial Intelligence
- Has become a key
focusor financial services
organisations. Many of those
that have implemented AI
are already deriving value
from their investments.
Expect to see healthy growth
in spending in this area.

Telematics - Telematics is
becoming increasingly prevalent
within the insurance industry and
is ultimately expected to shape its
future. As the value chain evolves
providers are seeking to explore
their future relevance.

One of the other major focus areas for which the
theme of the relationship has great resonance,
is in respect of data. Increasingly sophisticated
data analytics underpins almost every facet of the
transformation underway across financial services.
Growth in this area, both in terms of data usage
and the volumes of data being created, stored
and processed is truly phenomenal.
In 2019, FinancialServicesViews will explore many
of the key themes mentioned here in depth. In
addition to our detailed examination of the major
SITS providers, we will also share insights around
some of the innovative players making their mark
on the sector. Our research agenda will provide our
readers with an invaluable resource with which to
make sense of the changing market dynamics.
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ESASViews
ESASViews tackles the issues the community of Enterprise Software
and Application Services (AS) suppliers and their customers face
when addressing the opportunities and threats arising from digital
change. Realistic UK forecasts, sharp interpretation of shifting
market and competitive dynamics and our unparalleled
knowledge of players large and small provide valuable insight
to support your planning, buying and acquisition decisions.

The Battle for Talent: Success in
the battle for talent – more than
any other factor – will determine
next year’s winners and losers.
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From Application to
Product: Successful AS
suppliers of tomorrow will
be those that have built
their businesses around
a product and portfolio
management ethos.

Angela Eager, Research Director
+44 (0)7946 853548
aeager@techmarketview.com
Duncan Aitchison, Research Director
+44 (0)7979 764987
daitchison@techmarketview.com

Connect the digital stack:
Software suppliers who step
outside of their comfort zones
to facilitate connector apps
that deliver complete processes
will succeed.

Enterprise
Software &
Application Services
Market Shaping
Trends

Service Expansion and
Diversification: AS suppliers must
extend both the breadth of their
capabilities and widen the focus
of their services into non-traditional,
digitally-redefined sectors if they
are to remain market relevant

We are beginning to see a profound shift in
the way software and IT services are being
configured. Lines between the horizontal
services are blurring rapidly. Competition is
intensifying between traditional and emerging
ESAS vendors as boundaries are increasingly
broken both across adjacent infrastructure
services and platform BPS towers, and into
non-traditional, digitally-redefined sectors such
as advertising, branding and customer and
employee experience delivery.
New digital and cloud-enabled services,
comprising elements of the full technology stack,
progressively take vertical slices out of the legacy
estate. “Everything as a Service (XaaS)” style
propositions are starting to subsume tower-based
offerings and are driving a fusion of infrastructure,
applications and business process delivery. As
DevOps and agile development approaches

Enabling complex
transformation: As
transformation burrows
deeper, demand for
technology that dials
down the need for
expertise will rise.

Trust, transparency and ethics: In
the data and AI age, suppliers will
be judged on responsibility and
accountability of their decisions –
human and machine generated.

gain traction, moreover, the to-date discrete worlds
of “change” and “run” are merging rapidly.
Software is the bedrock of data-fronted business
transformation execution. Platforms engineered
around
micro-services
architectures,
data
wrangling and discovery, AI/machine learning
capabilities and driven by continuous integration
and development are becoming minimum
requirements for viable business.
In this time of unprecedented market flux,
cultural and behavioural change, the strength of
relationships comes to the fore; between IT and
business, within client/supplier engagements, across
both buyer supply chains and vendor ecosystems,
and between employers and their digital
workforces. 2019 is The Year of the Relationship and
this sets the context for our research programme
for the coming twelve months.

www.techmarketview.com

BusinessProcessViews
BusinessProcessViews is our dedicated research stream focused on
the UK business process services (BPS) sector. Our in-depth coverage
of the UK BPS market enables organisations to plan their approach
to the market based on realistic forecasts and easy-to-read market
trend analysis that supports your efforts to identify short-term and
long-term areas of opportunity, and to respond to market threats
ahead of time.

Tech-enabled services - Legacy
‘lift and shift’ BPO continues to
be replaced by tech enabled
platform-BPS and cloud-based
BPaaS utilities.

BPS ecosystem Automation-powered
digital change will
continue to reshape the
BPS landscape. Having
the right partner ecosystem
in place is more crucial
than ever.

Marc Hardwick
Research Director
+44 (0)1451 509 194
+44 (0)07973 421 748
mhardwick@techmarketview.com

Partnering replaces outsourcing Helping organisations navigate
their digital transformation journey
requires a depth of relationship
between buyer and supplier beyond
that which we have seen previously.

Business Process
Market Shaping
Trends

Maturing intelligent automation Beyond scaling, the next phase
of maturity is geared around
increasing the intelligence of
automation strategies.

TechMarketView’s 2019 theme “The Year of
the Relationship” fits neatly with what we see
developing in UK Business Process Services.
Relationships between suppliers and clients
continue to evolve becoming less about
outsourcing and more about creating genuinely
mutually beneficial partnerships with new
commercial and operating models becoming
increasingly common.
Opportunities for large contracts remain few
and far between and all the major BPS players
are busy working through strategies to reinvent
themselves to address this shift. The move in
delivery models away from ‘lift and shift’ BPO
towards tech enabled BPS continues and will
indeed accelerate.

Customer and employee
experience transformation Moving from models focused
on ‘cost-out’ towards one
giving equal billing to user
experience requires a
fundamental shift in the
relationship between
client and provider.

Consolidation continues - 2018
was a very active year for merger
and acquisition activity in the
BPS market and this is a trend
that we expect to continue
throughout 2019.

Automation-powered digital change is reshaping
BPS – having the right partner ecosystem in place
is more crucial than ever – whilst the importance
of strategic consulting expertise is increasing the
opportunity to redesign and integrate business
processes from customer experience right through
to the back office.
Our 2019 BusinessProcessViews research agenda
will continue to look at developments in UK BPS
across a broad range of vertical markets and will
provide the strategic context, informed analysis
and insight that buyers and sellers of business
processes need to navigate uncertain times.
For vendors, it might be about identifying those
companies with the game changing technology
to partner with. Whilst for buyers it might be about
contracting in a way that future-proofs the service
and delivers the desired outcomes.
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InfrastructureViews
In Infrastructure Services, 2019’s Year of the Relationship emphasises
the importance of internal organisational relations and mindset,
customer empathy and focus, and deeper, more differentiating
partnerships. With such a variety of change in the market, our
advice to both tech buyers and service providers is to swing your
focus from worrying about the competition and instead channel
it into listening to your customers and innovating at pace.

Successful players are bringing
their people with them - For many
organisations, it is not investment
capital that is holding them back but
human capital. We believe they will
only succeed in their transformations
if they apportion equal importance to
technology and people.
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AI & automation are
driving material savings
- We expect to see
material momentum in
both AI and automation
for Infrastructure Services,
not least in the quality of
service experienced by
users.

Kate Hanaghan
Chief Research Officer &
Research Director, InfrastructureViews
+44 (0)7739 321 743
khanaghan@techmarketview.com

Wanted: Strategic digital partners
- Buyers are starting to identify the
key suppliers that can significantly
advance their transformation
into more intelligent and more
automated organisations. Scale is
not critical; some smaller players
are succeeding in these roles.

Infrastructure
Services
Market Shaping
Trends

Mindset remains a prime obstacle
to digital advances - As more
technologists accumulate real world
experience in key digital areas, it is
exposing how mindset more so than
technology adoption is holding some
organisations back.

Now is the time to change. Technology markets are
in a state of flux. Emerging and rapidly changing
technologies mixed with a desperate need to cut
costs and supercharge innovation (and topped off
with a big dollop of macro-political unknowns) has
created widespread uncertainty. But we believe
that within this maelstrom there also exists a great
opportunity to thrive – for those that are fit enough
for the challenge.
‘Getting into shape’ for most suppliers will probably
mean making some of the most substantial changes
to their organisation that have ever been made.
And it is not just about driving out cost any which
way can (we’ve heard buyer complaints about
resource and delivery that show this approach
alone can be short-termist and damaging); it is

Multi-cloud maintains
momentum - More
intentional multi-cloud
investments are emerging
as CIOs look to assign
workloads to the most
appropriate cloud/s,
achieve acceptable costs,
and reduce reliance on
single vendors.

Getting AI into the hands of business users
- Suppliers need to be more readily able to
demonstrate and validate the connection
between AI tech and its application in the real
world. The objective for suppliers should be
to get into the line of sight of line of business
leaders as quickly as possible.

just as much about what you invest back into the
business, and what you change.
With growing Board pressure to investigate and
consume new technologies to enable business
innovation, CIOs are looking for simplification
wherever possible. Admittedly, the world is
becoming more complex – everything from the
workplace practices, to customer interaction,
data usage, and solving crimes. But buyers are
becoming increasingly impatient with suppliers that
overcomplicate, are slow to innovate and define
practical ways forward, and that consistently fail
to demonstrate value for money. Suppliers must
quickly understand the business problem, and be
clear about what is currently achievable in order to
appropriately manage expectations.

www.techmarketview.com

SecureConnectViews
SecureConnectViews focuses on the UK enterprise cyber security,
networking and cloud sectors and the close integration between
all three. Led by Principal Analyst Martin Courtney it analyses the
emerging technologies and market trends which continue to
reshape customer demand, supplier strategy and product and
service delivery. Our cyber security market forecasts help companies
large and small identify and keep pace with the commercial threats
and opportunities presented by a fast-evolving threat landscape.
Cyber skills shortage – a deficit of
skilled cyber security professionals
is pushing more IT departments into
outsourcing security provision and
management to third party providers
while suppliers harness artificial
intelligence/machine learning to take
the strain.

Customer diversification
intensifies competition
– suppliers will move
beyond their core
corporate, enterprise or
SME customer base to
target a broader pool of
clients in other sectors.

Martin Courtney
Research Director
+44 (0)7766 077 384
mcourtney@techmarketview.com

Edge computing – Internet of
Things expansion is pushing new
network/compute architectures
to the fore as customers and
suppliers work out more efficient
approaches to workload storage/
processing.

Security, Cloud
and Network
Services
Market Shaping
Trends

Security/cloud integration –
closer collaboration between
security and cloud providers will
be needed to protect data and
deliver regulatory compliance
assurance.

Trust is the foundation of any relationship, equally
so between cyber security suppliers and customers
that stand to lose much more than just their
reputation should on-premise systems, networks, or
cloud services be compromised by cyber attacks.
TechMarketView’s 2019 research theme – the Year
of the Relationship – exemplifies the importance
of giving enterprise buyers that confidence by
providing stronger end-to-end security solutions
that stretch all the way from the end-user device to
the cloud data centre.
Cross-supplier relationships too will be crucial this
year. The cyber security threat is fast and dynamic,
with the attack surface constantly expanding
as companies move more of their data and
applications into distributed offices, off-premise

New networks prompt
LAN/WAN evaluation –
enterprise IT departments
will evaluate new WiFi/5G/
SD-WAN technologies
to reduce connectivity
costs and support broader
cloud migration and
performance initiatives.

Trust wins the business – security
suppliers have to work harder
at winning the trust of their
customers to move further up
the value chain and upsell
consultancy, implementation and
management services.

cloud locations and mobile devices interconnected
by multiple forms of fixed and wireless networks.
Consequently no one supplier can handle all of
their client’s security needs in isolation – only by
establishing close relationships with partners and
rivals can they begin to properly address customer
requirements and mitigate the commercial and
regulatory repercussions associated with lost data
and system downtime.
Our 2019 SecureConnectViews research agenda
will continue to analyse how suppliers are changing
their approach and adopting new technologies,
platforms and processes to meet the evolving
needs of enterprise buyers while adapting their
own security, network and cloud infrastructure to
maximise their own profitability.
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Tech User Programme
The Tech User Programme is an exciting new initiative from TechMarketView.
The programme is designed to support the end-user community with their
digital transformation and technology agendas by taking advantage of our
knowledge and expertise in this sector.

Introducing TechMarketView’s
Market Readiness Index (MRI)
TechMarketView is passionate about supporting
organisations as they seek to progress their digital
agendas. With our unique insight into the UK tech
market and supplier landscape, we understand
and translate the challenges organisations face
as they drive for innovation, capture and retain
scarce resources and exploit the power of data.

14

From the programme’s inception, members will
be privy to research that will draw upon and
leverage our unique position in the UK tech sector.
We see the community growing to encompass
senior IT decision makers across all industry sectors;
creating an environment for discussion and
collaboration with peers. Over time we expect
to offer peer-to-peer events and networking
forums hosted by our highly experienced analysts.
We recognise the importance of cross-industry
collaboration with regards to the adoption of
technology and TechMarketView is keen to play
an active role in facilitating that future.

Become a Member
To become a member of the Tech User
Programme and read the Market Readiness
Index report (and other research) contact
Deb
Seth
dseth@techmarketview.com.
Membership is on an annual basis and once
an organisation is set up, individuals within
that organisation can enjoy access to the
Tech User Programme research and analysis.
If you are a tech supplier AND a current
client of our research services, you may
purchase a copy of this report as an
addition to your subscription. Please contact
sales@techmarketview.com
for
further
details. If you are a supplier and not already
a client, please contact Deb to find out
how you can rectify that!

TechMarketView’s Market Readiness Index (MRI)
is designed to help end user organisations –
tech buyers – determine the readiness of their
ICT suppliers to support them as they seek to
digitally transform their organisations. The MRI
models TechMarketView’s understanding of
how advanced suppliers are when it comes to
being able to contribute to the creation of more
intelligent and more automated organisations for
their customers.
We recently launched the first research to be
published as part of the Tech User Programme,
focusing on the UK’s Top 10 IT and business process
services providers: Accenture, Atos, Capgemini,
Capita, Cognizant, DXC, Fujitsu, HCL, IBM, and
TCS. The report answers a fundamental question
for the end user community: how ready are these
leading suppliers to support their clients – the tech
buyers – as they seek to digitally transform their
organisations?
TechMarketView’s MRI will answer this question.
The Index has been devised with buyers, for
buyers, to help assess how advanced suppliers are
when it comes to being able to contribute to the
creation of more intelligent and more automated
organisations for their customers.
The MRI applies our highly regarded, rigorous,
research approach to assess suppliers across
six key areas: Corporate
Resilience; Suitability of
Offerings; Skills & Resources;
Partner Ecosystem; Industry
Expertise; and Delivery
& Execution. This involves
in-depth,
revealing
conversations with various
functions
within
the
supplier organisations as
well as with a selection
of clients.

www.techmarketview.com

SME Programmes
Helping UK tech SMEs break growth boundaries
TechMarketView’s SME programmes have an enviable track record of
championing UK tech SMEs to greater success, and afford valuable visibility
to associated sponsors.

The Great British Scaleup programme

The
TechMarketView
Innovation
Partner
Programme is designed to assist TechMarketView
clients to find innovative UK tech companies to
partner with in order to cut the time, cost and effort
in bringing innovation to their customers.
Piloted very successfully in March 2018 as the
TechMarketView Early Stage Partner Programme,
we have now expanded the scope of the
programme beyond early-stage partners (there
are many innovative UK tech SMEs well past
‘early stage’ out there too!) and relaunched
it as the TechMarketView Innovation Partner
Programme (TIPP).
When a client engages us to run a TIPP event,
we work with the client to establish the type of
innovation partner that would best fit their business
and what, in turn, the client can offer the partner
– notably, access to the Client’s own customer
base. Then we use our matchless ‘reach’ in the UK
tech sector to invite suitable companies to apply.
Founders/CEOs of selected applicants are invited
to attend a closed-door workshop where a team
from the client and TechMarketView Research
Directors, assess the suitability of the company
as an innovation partner. It is, of course, solely up
to the client to decide which companies they
wish to partner with. We have already run three
TechMarketView Innovation Partner Programme
events since launch, with well over 100 exciting UK
tech SMEs applying for the opportunity to partner
with leaders in the UK tech market.

Launched in 2017 to assist
fast-growing UK tech SMEs
achieve
their
growth
potential, the Great British
Scaleup (GBS) programme
has already helped over a dozen companies
along their scale-up journey.
CEOs from the selected GBS candidates undertake
individual intensive 90-minute structured workshops
with TechMarketView Research Directors and
mentors from our Advisory Sponsor, ScaleUp Group,
to help them identify opportunities for extraordinary
growth, and overcome potential challenges to
achieving their objectives.
Participants are assessed using the proprietary
ScaleUp Growth Index® that measures a
company’s scale-up readiness according to
specific criteria considered as being essential to
successful, rapid growth.

The Little British Battler programme
Since its inception a decade
ago, TechMarketView has sought
to champion home-grown tech
companies, especially SMEs that
are ‘punching above their weight’
in the marketplace. This culminated
in 2012 with the launch of our Little British Battler
programme, which has since seen over 100 UK
tech SMEs gain the benefit of an association with
TechMarketView’s renowned brand, and achieve
extensive market recognition. Indeed, many of
our Little British Battlers have since gone on to
greater things, including new partners, funding
rounds and acquisitions.

Sponsorship Opportunities
TechMarketView offers selected sponsorship opportunities to companies wishing to support our SME
programmes. Sponsors gain high-profile visibility through website and UKHotViews coverage and
collateral at events. Sponsors also benefit from their association with the TechMarketView brand as
well as extensive visibility as a supporter of UK tech SMEs.
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Why TechMarketView?
TechMarketView is defined by its people and its fiercely independent spirit.
Our highly-respected analysts offer unbiased views on the UK tech sector
and insightful commentary on disruptive technologies.

Our People
TechMarketView is all about ‘the people’ and our
people are our greatest asset. Since its inception,
TechMarketView has attracted, developed and
retained one of the best teams in the business and we
are proud of each and every one of our members.
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Our analysts have been drawn from many
backgrounds bringing different experiences and fresh
perspectives to our research. Our client services team
are knowledgeable and approachable and welcome
close interaction with our clients. The contribution of
the team is what makes TechMarketView a great
company and a great place to work.
We are a diverse and inclusive workforce recognising
that our peoples’ backgrounds encourage innovation
and creativity in the workplace. We acknowledge
the importance of a healthy work-life balance
and love that our individual members
cherish their careers - we like to think that is
reflected in how we serve our clients.

UKHotViews
Premium

UKHotViews
Extra

Stra
Engag
UKHotViews

What Makes Us Different
TechMarketView focuses on a deep understanding
of the UK tech sector whilst keeping an eye on the
global trends. We are all about producing ‘quality’
research and analysis that has an impact on our
clients’ business. Our highly-experienced team is at
the forefront of our industry and is constantly evolving
the way in which we analyse the tech sector.
We have a passion for the start-up and scale-up scene
in the UK and are delighted to continue to identify
and support innovative SMEs through our various
programmes. Getting close to these innovators gives
us a unique perspective on the market. By working
with clients ranging from global multinationals to
regional small businesses, we believe that we bring
valuable insight to the table.

UKHotViews
Archive

Subs
Res
Ser
Bespoke
Projects

www.techmarketview.com

TechMarketView is well known as a highly trusted and
go to site for the latest industry news. In addition, I find the
TechMarketView team’s ability to provide further insight,
detailed analysis and opinion helps us to better plan for
the future in this very fast moving market
Kulveer Ranger FRSA, Vice President Strategy & Communications, Atos UK & I

Our Values
Our clients, partners and team are at the ‘heart’ of
everything that TechMarketView does. Our ambition is to
provide consistently high-quality services that drive value
and trust within our community.

Sponsorship

Events

trategic
agements
Advertising

We always work with integrity which is central to our core
beliefs and defines how all our team members behave.
We are responsible and constantly seek to do the right
thing for our clients. TechMarketView aims to make a
positive impact through our brand, our commercial
relationships, and our voluntary contributions such as our
involvement with the Prince’s Trust. Whilst we wish to grow
and succeed as a company, we strive to do business in
an open and fair way. This is evidenced by our support of
tech SMEs. We respect everyone we come into contact
with and we treat each other, throughout our whole
eco-system, in the same way that we would wish to be
treated ourselves.

Engage With Us

bscription
esearch
ervices
Executive
Advisory
Service

SME
Programmes

Our specialisation on the UK tech sector makes us
equally attractive to existing UK players and those
international players looking to enter or expand in the
UK market. We have a growing readership amongst
end users of technology - especially since the launch
of our Tech User Programme - both in public and
private sector organisations keen to understand how
the UK tech market is evolving and the supplier
landscape changing.
TechMarketView’s influence in the marketplace is
significant. Our daily dose of news and views on the
UK SITS scene, UKHotViews, is emailed to thousands of
senior executives each day. UKHotViews is also used as
a comment source by the lead media – like the Financial
Times, the Times and Businessweek.
Our services can be located on the inside back cover but
we’re always happy to tailor something specific. To find
out more why not get in touch? Our contact details can
be found throughout this brochure and on our website.
We look forward to hearing from you.
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Client Services Team
Our Client Services team covers all the support disciplines required
to underpin our research services, from subscription account
management through sales & marketing to advertising, sponsorship
and engagements. The team exists to ensure that our clients enjoy
the best possible service experience.

Contact us personally to discuss your needs or send an email to Info@techmarketview and one
of the team will get back to you.
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Deborah Seth
Sales & Marketing Director
t +44 (0)1252 629730
m +44 (0)7967 303212
e dseth@techmarketview.com

Belinda Tewson
Subscriber Services Lead
m +44 (0)7949 772287
e btewson@techmarketview.com

Helen McTeer
Design & Marketing
m +44 (0)7980 698299
e hmcteer@techmarketview.com

Holly Pressly
Subscriber Services
m +44 (0)7527 280804
e hpressly@techmarketview.com

Judy Benfield
Accounts
t +44 (0)1252 781545
e jbenfield@techmarketview.com

Services at a Glance
TechMarketView is ideally positioned to help tech suppliers improve their
competitive positioning. Our products and services portfolio offers a breadth
and depth of options that can be tailored to drive optimum benefit. Contact
us today to explore how we can positively impact your business.
Contact: Deborah Seth, Sales and Marketing Director, for more information
+44 (0)1252 629730 | +44 (0)7967 303212 | dseth@techmarketview.com | www.techmarketview.com

UKHotViews Newsletter

Strategy Reviews

Research Subscription/
Reports

Tech User Programme

Strategic Engagements

Advertising

Executive Advisory Service

Distribution Rights

Bespoke Projects

Events

UKHotViews Premium

Event Sponsorship

Introduction Service

State-of-the-Market
Graduate Induction

Analyst Speakers

Great British ScaleUp
Programme

Webinars

Innovation Partner
Programme

Multi-option Packages

TechMarketView LLP
PO Box 183, Farnham
Surrey, GU10 1QX
t: +44 (0)1252 781545
e: info@techmarketview.com
www.techmarketview.com
@TechMarketView

